SAP Localization Workshop

Service Features
You want to roll out your SAP processes to a specific country and therefore need important information on local requirements? Then this workshop is highly recommended, conveying you important facts on SAP’s localized offerings:

- Localized solutions and products
- Local legal requirements and their implementation
- Country-specific configuration
- Best business practices

Target Group
- Roll-out Managers
- Solution Architects
- Project Managers
- Topic Experts

The Value for You
While SAP solutions enable you to run best business processes uniformly all over the world, local legal regulations may require different approaches from country to country in some areas, such as payroll, taxation, legal reporting, and financial accounting. This workshop gives you an overview of the legal requirements and best business practices in each country, and which solutions SAP offers to address them. It also addresses country-specific configuration, processes, and recommendations on how the local requirements can be made to fit within a global solution.

When to Use
This workshop is highly recommended when your business has the following requirements:

- You have business in countries with different legislation or business practices.
- You want to expand your business to new countries and need a new country version and language.
- You want to understand the differences of certain country versions and how they may affect your processes or global templates.

Delivery in Detail
The duration of the workshop – from one to three days – depends on the number and complexity of the countries, the number of SAP solutions in question, the requested level of details, and the customer situation in general. It will cover the following topics:

- Overview: localized solutions for the countries in question
- Overview: legal requirements in the countries in question
- Details on individual localized solutions, including transactions, configuration, reporting etc.
- Analysis of your localization approach and impact on global system landscape
- Provide contact to local experts and user groups in the countries

Prerequisites
The participants should preferably have the following background:

- Experience in IT projects
- General knowledge of SAP products
- General knowledge of legal compliance aspects in international business

Order Information
Contact globalization@sap.com, and specify a list of countries and solutions for which information is required.

Costs
SAP Consulting rate “L6” per day plus full travel costs (including travel hours, if applicable [for example, traveling by car]).